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Exploiting species-distinctive visual cues towards the automated photo-identification of the Risso's dolphin Grampus griseus
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Ettore Stella, National Research Council, Italy
Carmelo Fanizza, Jonian Dolphin Conservation, Italy
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Rosalia Maglietta, National Research Council, Italy
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Mauro Marro, Italian Hydrographic Institute, Italy
Cosmo Peluso, Italian Navy, Italy
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**Case Study-based Overview of Selected Measurements in Ship Systems**

Janusz Mindykowski, Gdynia Maritime University, Poland
Boleslaw Dudojć, Gdynia Maritime University, Poland
Special Session on Acquisition, processing and interpretation of marine geology data
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Chairs: Maria Rosaria Senatore, University of Sannio, Italy
       Donatella D. Insinga, IAMC-CNR, Italy
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Renato Tonielli, IAMC-CNR, Italy
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